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Marco is founder and CEO of Malabo Srl (www.malaboadvisoring.it), a
consulting company on ICT founded in 2001. Through Malabo, Marco
has conducted and conducts consulting activities on ICT for Companies
(ICT users and/or providers) and for Public Administrations. Marco
worked with growing responsibilities into the leading ICT
manufacturing companies, such as Olivetti and Italtel, and into
consulting companies such as Arthur Andersen Management
Consultant and GEA / GEALAB.
From 1995 to 2000, after a selection through headhunters, he was the
first CIO of the whole ENI Group. In this role he outsourced all the ICT
infrastructures of the Group (more than 22 Data Center worldwide) and the ENI owned WAN based on fiber
optics, for the rationalization and the cost reduction of the informatics of the Group: at that time, the
biggest outsourcing done in Italy and probably in Europe.
The consulting activities, both technical and organizational, have been and are driven by Marco with the
primary purpose of aligning ICT with the business requirements so to innovate them through ICT, to
rationalize ICT systems, and to generate measurable value for the Customers.
The Marco’s main consulting fields include: ICT governance, cyber security, ICT risk analysis and
management, business impact analysis (BIA), business continuity plans, design of ICT architectures,
rationalization and management of ICT technologies, ICT trend analysis, the value analysis of the ICT, the
reorganization of ICT structures and processes with the assessment of skills and roles, the privacy
compliance focusing in particular on the recent European GDPR, General Data Protection Regulation.
Since 2009 Marco drives the development of OAD, the Observatory on digital attacks in Italy. OAD is a web
survey on intentional digital attacks in Italy, that delivers an annual report and ad hoc reports on specific
security issues.
In a for a three-year plan since the beginning of 2016, Marco is redesigning and supporting the
implementation of the new internal informatic system for the CNF (Consiglio Nazionale Forense) and in
parallel the implementation of innovative digital services via cloud for the Italian Orders and the Italian
Lawyers themselves, with the aim of providing a concrete boost for the digital transformation into the
lawyers world in Italy.
Marco has been and still very active in some Italian ICT Associations: he was President and Vice President of
FidaInform, of the SicurForum in FTI, of the ClubTI di Milano, member of the Board of the Innovative
Tertiary Group in Assolombarda (Confindustria).
At the present he is President of AIPSI, Italian Chapter of ISSA, founder member of FTI, member and
account of ClubTI Milano.
Marco gained the following certifications: ITIL v3 and EUCIP Professional Certificate “Security Adviser”.
He is Assessor for the European eCF (EN 16234- UNI 11506) and is AICA Certification Commissioner for
eCFPlus.
He published more than 200 articles and books on technological evolution, digital security, ICT scenarios.
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